According to cell neural network (CNN) 
Introduction
Among the existing color image edge detection algorithms [1 ~ 3] , a considerable number of them are simply promotions of gray image edge detection. They process gray-scale image edge detection over images on each color component, and then combine all of these independent edge component maps into a color image edge map. These algorithms ignored the human eyes' visual perception over colors, and don't consider enough the relation between the color components, therefore these edge detection usually doesn't work effectively and often results in missed or false edge detections, whereas edge detection based on color space should make full use of color information which is carried in color images.
For this kind of color edge detection,limited prior work exists. This includes the use of lexicographical ordering to develop a multiscale gradient operator used as part of a morphological segmentation scheme [4] and the reduced ordering (R-Ordering) employed by the vector order statistics(VOS) edge detectors of [5] [6] . The VOS edge detectors are selected for comparative purposes as they are closest in spirit to the edge detectors proposed in this paper. Results are also compared with the recently proposed compass operator [7] that provides a high performance, albeit with a high computational complexity.The VOS edge detectors were inspired in part by the monochrome morphological edge operators. [8] takes as its starting point the classic morphological edge detector and develops a new vector method for color edge detection termed the color morphological gradient (CMG).The CMG edge detector identifies the maximum and minimum pixels in one operation, although it does not distinguish between them. This is in contrast to the VOS edge detectors that sort the pixels in ascending order from the vector median to the vector extremum. However, the CMG edge detector suffers from the same sensitivity to noise as the classic morphological gradient and this has motivated the development of the robust CMG(RCMG) operator that employs a novel pairwise pixel rejection scheme to provide a better estimate of the true gradient in the presence of noise. A color edge by photometric quasi-invariants has been suggested by [9] . In [10] ,they proposed a framework to combine tensorbased features and photometric invariance theory to obtain a robust photometric invariant features from the color tensor.In [11] , they propose a cubical voxels and virtual electric field model (CVVEFM) for edge detection in color images. The main idea is to model a color image as the network of elementary cubical points (voxels) of virtual electric charges. These charges are uniformly distributed on a cube, inelectrostatic balance.The method is based on the combinations of simple cubical voxels (CV) and virtual electric field (VEF) models. The CV model describes the color pixels as cubical voxels. The VEF model describes the voxels as punctual electric charges by mathematical expressions.In [12] , smoothness of each pixel in color image is firstly calculated by means of similarity relation matrix and is normalized to maximum gray level [13] [14] . In other words, color image in three-dimensional color spaces is mapped into one dimension. Accordingly the edges are performed in such a way that pixels lower than thresholds are assigned to be edge.
Edge detection algorithm needs to make a choice according to problems to deal with, generally has to satisfy such following requirements: (1) Preserve important edge and does not generate false edge. (2) Accurately locate edge positioning and no deviation or less deviation between the edge detected and actual edge. (3) Be possible to entirely process all the components in color space to take full advantage of color information. (4) Consider being applied to real-time systems，edge detection algorithm should be able to parallel computing and convenient for hardware implementation.
In order to meet these requirements, this paper applied cell neural network (CNN) to color image edge detection and proposed a color image edge detection algorithm based on CNN. The most prominent advantage of CNN is high-speed parallel computing and processing speed not influenced by the size of image, so it is convenient for hardware implementation. This makes the algorithm has broad prospects in real-time image processing applications. This paper makes full use of color image information. For overcoming computation complexity of vector angle distance, this paper measures the difference between pixels by the Euclidean distance, so that CNN equation can be carried out computing in RGB color space. According to theoretical analysis and robustness studies for CNN template, this paper also presents a CNN robustness theorem which can realize color image edge detection. This theorem provided analytical criterion for designing parameters of the corresponding CNN templates. This algorithm inherits the advantage of CNN and makes up the disadvantage of CNN method which can not directly deal with color images. The experimental results show that the proposed approach can effectively carry out edge extraction on color images of different characteristics. Details of this algorithm are shown as follows. 
Robustness design for CNN

Mathematics description for CNN
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Output equation for standard CNN can be expressed as: (2) is called standard nonlinear equation, as shown in Fig.1 . In Eq. (2) , ij 
CNN template design
CNN template is define as following Fig.2 , according to the mathematics description of CNN and Euclidean distance in color space, we can conclude that:
Global task of CNN
(1) Given a static state image U which consists of u is white(white corresponds to -1 ), i.e. , () ij y  is -1, pixel ( , ) ij is edge point. [15~ 16] In actual applications, let 1 r  , from EQ.1, it can be concluded that the state-output equation of the CNN has a form: 
Local rules of CNN
Mathematical analysis for CNN
By substitution of EQ.7 into EQ.5, it can be concluded that ,, , 
Assume that 3 Experimental analysis and evaluation
Numerical simulation
We performed edge detection on a 512×512 color synthesis image with the algorithm proposed in this paper, as shown in Fig. 5(a) , convergence procedure is shown in Fig. 5 (2), we can conclude the initial value of Y is (0) 0 Y  . The initial state is shown as Fig. 5(b) , all of the pixels are gray, with the increasing of iterations, edge points gradually converged at 1, and non-edge points gradually converged at -1, and the result of detection eventually converged at the edge image, as shown in Fig.  5(p) . By Selecting three typical position in Fig. 5(a) , as shown in Fig. 6(a) , the pixels of these three typical position are red point (255,255), green point (127,255), blue point (382, 382), respectively. The convergence process is shown as Fig. 6(b) , we can conclude that, the edge feature of red point is much stronger and thus the constringency is faster, the edge feature of green point is weaker relatively and thus the convergence is slower, blue point is non-edge point and eventually converged at -1. The number of iterations can be controlled by configuration of convergence error and maximum iterations, while a maximum number of convergences or the performance goal is met, the iteration process will stop.
(a) The synthesis image 
Subjective evaluation
We performed edge detection on a 600×800 campus image with the algorithm proposed in this paper, as shown in Fig. 7(a) , convergence procedure is shown in Fig. 7 (b) ~ (p), the initial condition of Y is shown as Fig. 7(b) , with the increasing of iterations, edge points gradually converged at 1, and non-edge points gradually converged at -1, and the result of detection eventually converged at the edge image.
(a)The campus image 
The Compares with Other Algorithms of Color Image Edge Detection
We performed edge detection on a 512×512 peppers image with the algorithm proposed in this paper and three other color image detection algorithms, as shown in Fig. 8 . The parameters of vector order statistics algorithm which proposed in [5] are k=7,l=10，the parameter of color morphological gradient algorithm which proposed in [7] is s=8，the parameter of compass operator algorithm which proposed in [8] is  =0.94，and the parameters of the algorithm proposed in this paper are a = 2,c=2, z=1,g=0.1. We can conclude that, for these areas where is a little of change in brightness, the algorithms proposed in [5] [7] have bad color edge detection effects, as shown in the rectangular regions of Fig. 8.a and Fig. 8.b , and the effect of brightness edge detection for these areas where is a little of change in color is not as good, as shown in the elliptic regions of Fig. 8.a and Fig. 8 .b. For these areas where is a little of change in brightness, the algorithm proposed in [8] have better color edge detection effects, but the effect of brightness edge detection for these areas where is a little of change in color is not as good, as shown in the elliptic regions of Fig. 8 .c. The algorithm proposed in this paper has good detection effects for above areas, and is sensitive for color edges and brightness edges, as shown in Fig. 8.d .
In order to demonstrate the algorithm proposed in this paper for color image edge detection across image changes, we use a public database [17] , published by the University of California, Berkeley. The data set can be downloaded from the Internet [18] along with code for running our edge detection. We use 200 images as the test data set.
(a) The result of algorithm proposed in [5] (b) The result of algorithm proposed in [7] (c) The result of algorithm proposed in [8] (d) The result of algorithm proposed in this paper Figure 8 . The edge detection result of Peppers image Table 1 lists the evaluating indicator which the algorithm proposed in this paper and three other color image edge detection algorithms applied to the Berkeley database. Data is average. From the table we can conclude that, the FOM of the algorithm which proposed in this paper is significantly larger than FOM of other algorithms, and this shows that the algorithm which proposed in this paper is much more precise for color image edge detection.
Table 1. FOM compare of detect results
The algorithm proposed in [5] The algorithm proposed in [7] The algorithm proposed in [8] The algorithm proposed in this paper 0.8316 0.8579 0.8934 0.9076
